
CAMPAÑA DE VERÁN 2022
Campos de voluntariado no estranxeiro

Fichas informativas

PAIS: ALEMAÑA

Nome do campo: St. James Way Heilsbronn - Código: IBG 12

Modalidade: MANU,ENVI

Datas: 23/07/22 o 06/08/22

Entidade organizadora do campo: The town of Heilsbronn has been hosting workcamps for over
12 years already and is looking forward to welcoming another international group of volunteers this
summer. The local community is a big fan of workcamps and international volunteering and has
introduced other neighbouring cities to the workcamp idea as well. This year, your support will help
the  community  maintain  the  green  areas  in  the  town  and  foster  environmental  education
opportunities (UN SDG 11 sustainable communities).

Edades: 18 - 99 anos

Lugar do campo: Heilsbronn

Heilsbronn  with  its  9,300  inhabitants  is  located  in  the  idyllic  Bavarian  region  called
„Franken“(Franconia). The town lies along a path known as the “Way of St. James” or “Camino de
Santiago”. For this reason, the town is frequently visited by tourists as well as pilgrims. Apart from
the  traditional,  half-timbered  houses,  the  town  has  a  couple  of  unique  sites,  such  as  the
Romanesque monastery and the local cathedral. A guided tour might be organised for you, if you’re
interested.  Besides, the town can arrange free entrance to the outdoor swimming pool for the
volunteers. Nature-lovers can find several hiking trails in the beautiful surrounding landscape. The
cities of Nuremberg, Bamberg and Rothenburg ob der Tauber are not too far away and might be
visited on weekends.

Cota extra: 0

Idiomas: eng

Descrición:
The community of Heilsbronn is counting on your help for a fitness trail and a barefoot path in the
forest which are very popular for locals and visitors of the city. In this workcamp, you will  help
maintain a fitness trail help extend a barefoot path that the kids of a local school love. One part of
the project will be to maintain the “Vita Parcours” fitness trail in the forest. This means: •clearing
the trail of over-grown plants along the paths and on the different stations;•cleaning the signs and
stations;•picking up the trash along the trail.Another part of the work will be to help renovate and
expand the barefoot path, in front of a special school called “Schule der Phantasie” (“School of
Imagination”  in  English).  Along  this  path,  children  can walk  barefoot  and  experience  different
natural textures like moss, gravel, pine cones, wood etc. The work will be led by a professional
instructor from the builder’s yard, so no previous experience is needed. You will work 30 hours per
week, somewhere between 8am to 4pm from Monday to Friday with a lunchbreak on site.
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Aloxamento e manutención:
You will be accommodated in the local youth club called “JUZ”, right above the city’s builder’s yard.
In  the  youth  club,  there  are  two  big  open  rooms  and  one  smaller  room.  You  will  sleep  on
mattresses on the  floor.  Please bring  a  sleeping bag!  In  addition,  there  is  a small  kitchen,  a
common room with sofas and games for you to chill, two toilets and one bathroom. You might also
have the possibility to use the builder’s yard’s showers during the evenings. In the house, there is a
washing machine and a Wi-Fi connection. The local youth who usually visit the club are looking
forward to welcoming you and getting to know the international  volunteers.  Volunteers will  be
responsible for grocery shopping and cooking together. The food will  be bought with the camp
budget and everybody will  take turns for  cooking and cleaning.  In order to reduce our carbon
footprint on the planet, we encourage volunteers to reduce meat and try more sustainable dishes.

Punto de encontro:
Please, try and arrive at Heilsbronn train station between 1pm and 7pm on July 23rd. Find the best
connection on the German railway company's website: https://www.bahn.com/en

Aeroporto máis preto: NUE

Estación de autobuses ou de tren máis preta: NEXT TRAIN STATION: Heilsbronn (20mn walk from
the accommodation).  Attention: Please do not confuse the town with another German city called
Heilbronn (spelled almost the same but without an ‘s’). This one is more than 2 hours away!NEXT
INTERNATIONAL TRAIN STATIONS: Nuremberg - around 25 min away from Heilsbronn with the
train.  NEXT AIRPORT:  Nuremberg  (NUE),  Stuttgart  (STR),  Frankfurt  (FRA).  From Nuremberg
airport  it  takes  45mn,  from  Stuttgart  airport  2h45  and  from  Frankfurt  airport  3h30  to  reach
Heilsbronn with the train.

Requisitos:
project_summary


